
Build trust, belonging, and personal
growth.  

Gain sensitivity to a deeper, nuanced
understanding of intersectionality,
privilege, and how systemic harms
perpetuate.

Explore more appropriate ways of
showing appreciation, inviting
curiosity and creating mutuality.

Connect to The Ten Cardinal Sins of
Failed Allyship to engage in individual  
awareness-building and blind-spot
correcting.

8-40 participants 
Two hours 

All workshop attendees  
receive a 1/2 hour follow up
video to deepen/continue
inner work; 10% discount to
Brave Sis online store; digital
copy of original Brave Sis
Journal. 

Bulk purchase of Our Brave
Foremothers available
through Workman Press.

bit . ly/pr iv i lege-stai rcase

Exploring typical levers of privilege
(race, gender, class, and economic
status), lesser-expected ones (body
type, ability) and a few deep cuts
(voting rights, autonomy over the hours
of our day). 

From the bottom of the staircase to the
top, we explore and discuss how
“privilege” is a multi-sided die, and how
the way we cast it has such an
enormous impact on our selves, our
interpersonal relationships, and how we
see and build community. 

Brave Sis Project Facilitations
Joyfully activating the inner shift that makes anti-racism and allyship authentic and sustainable. 

NAVIGATE THROUGH 
“BL IND SPOTS”

THE PRIVILEGE
STAIRCASE

DETAILS

Learn +  Grow: Discover how these Brave Foremothers  can inspire the l ives we are l iving and the impact we seek to ignite.

“Best one-hour transformative training to
understand intersectionality.” 

— Gabrielle Durana, President, Ecole
Française Bay Area

FOR MORE INFO:

bravesis.com

equity, intersectional women’s history and storytelling as 
a tool for social change. She is the author of Our Brave
Foremothers: Celebrating 100 Black, Brown, Asian, and
Indigenous Women Who Changed the Course of History
(Workman, 2023). Her publications and social media
platforms have reached thousands of readers and
engagers in over a dozen countries on six continents.

She also serves as Director of Impact and Equity for
global strategic advisory firm Camber Collective, guiding
internal Impact, Equity, and Belonging work as well as the
external practice supporting the humanitarian,
development, philanthropic, and social impact sectors.

hello@bravesis.com

Rozella Kennedy is a thought-
leader and mentor; author and
content creator; strategic,
creative, and community advisor;
and celebrant, specializing in

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0280/1392/0353/files/2023_Original-Journal_w_Prompts.pdf?v=1693019333
http://bit.ly/privilege-staircase
http://bit.ly/privilege-staircase
http://www.bravesis.project/

